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Greetings from IVS!! 

 

 
We are delighted to announce that the Institute of Vocational Studies (IVS), a prestigious institution, is 

actively contributing to society and the nation through its teacher education programs, namely B.Ed. and 

D.El.Ed. It is our honour to extend an invitation to your esteemed school to visit our campus for recruitment 

and discover the finest talents for the academic year 2024-25. We eagerly anticipate a positive response from 

your end and are ready to address any queries or concerns. Below, you will find comprehensive information 

about our institution and teacher education programs. 

 

  ABOUT IVS  
 

The Institute of Vocational Studies is an academic unit of the Awadh Public Charitable Trust Society, founded 

in 2002 with the primary goal of providing a platform for quality education and uplifting Minority 

Communities and weaker sections of society. IVS is a private unaided and self-financing institution offering 

professional teacher education through B.Ed. & D.El.Ed. programs. Since its inception, IVS has achieved 

recognition from NCTE (National Council of Teacher’s Education) and has successfully produced highly 

qualified teachers for renowned schools and educational institutions. 

 

 

 
 



 IVS TODAY  
 

In recent years, IVS has witnessed significant growth, producing a diverse range of talented teachers and 

professionals. Despite challenges, the institution has maintained excellent campus placements, with 

students pursuing higher education in reputed Indian Universities and abroad. IVS upholds a culture of 

hard work, discipline, and integrity, focusing on developing 21st-century skills essential for the evolving 

education landscape. 

 
  FACULTY  

 
IVS boasts a dedicated and well-qualified faculty engaged in progressive research and development 

activities. Many faculty members have authored widely used textbooks and contributed to the institution's 

academic environment. Their vast experience in teaching and research provides an excellent learning 

environment for students, guiding them in various research fields. 

 

 

  ACADEMIC PROFILE  
 

● B.Ed. (Bachelor in Education): 

⮚ Two-year full-time degree program 

⮚ Admission based on GGSIPU CET 

⮚ Approved intake of 100 students annually 

 

● D.El.Ed. (Diploma in Elementary Education):  

⮚ Two-year undergraduate diploma course 

⮚ Admission based on online Computer Based Test (CBT) by SCERT 
 

RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION 
 

 

IVS actively encourages research-based activities and collaborates with national-level organizations. The 

institution organizes various professional development programs, seminars, webinars, conferences, 

workshops, and extension lectures, providing a platform for students to present their research papers. 

 

Our Publications: 

 

⮚ Awadh Radiance  

Awadh Radiance, our annual magazine, serves as a vibrant platform for students to showcase their 

hidden talents. 

⮚ Newsletter  

Bi-annually, our newsletter provides concise updates on the institution's activities. 

⮚ The annual report  

Offers a comprehensive overview, detailing the session-wise achievements of our faculty and 

providing a thorough analysis of both courses. 



⮚ National Conference Proceedings  

Provides a valuable opportunity for students to present and publish their research-based papers. 

⮚ Awadh International Journal of Information Technology and Education 
It is a platform for publishing research-based projects and papers, contributing to the academic 

discourse.  

 

  STUDENT GROUPS  
 

NATIONAL SOCIAL SERVICE (NSS):  

⮚ Actively involved in social welfare services 

⮚ Joint efforts with teachers to raise awareness about significant issues 
 

ECO CLUB:  

⮚ Promoting environmental awareness through various activities 
 

CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES  
 

● National Seminar 

Our college arranges a national seminar aimed at orienting students with the latest educational plans, 

policies, and evolving trends in both school and higher education. 

● Webinar  

Webinars are conducted to sensitize students to various classroom issues, encouraging exploration 

of solutions. These online sessions serve as a platform for meaningful communication and 

engagement. 

● National Conference 

Focused on promoting critical thinking and analytical reasoning, our institution hosts National 

Conferences where diverse perspectives on education are presented. Eminent speakers contribute to 

a multi-dimensional understanding of educational spheres. 

● Extension Lectures 

The Institute of Vocational Studies provides a platform for expert-led extension lectures, fostering 

an environment of debates and cross-arguments. These lectures enhance cognitive and linguistic 

abilities, enabling prospective teachers to reach their full potential. 

● Workshops 

With the goal of comprehensive development, the institute organizes diverse workshops for future 

teachers. These sessions, featuring expert insights, aim to cultivate a range of skills among students. 

● Harit Spandan 

Aimed at creating environmental awareness and fostering creativity among prospective teachers, our 

institution hosts Harit Spandan—an inter-college cultural program. Students from various 

institutions enthusiastically participate, contributing to a vibrant cultural exchange.  

  

 



  NOTABLE ALUMNI  
 

IVS is dedicated to producing top-notch professionals, making concerted efforts to achieve excellence. 

We meticulously address every facet of teacher development for a compassionate society. Our focus 

lies in nurturing educators who are well-groomed, intelligent, socially conscious, ethically sound, 

disciplined, and committed to continual growth. Consequently, many of our graduates have secured 

positions in prestigious government and private sector schools. Additionally, a significant number are 

furthering their education in renowned institutions both in India and overseas. 

 

PROMINENT ALUMNI OF IVS CREATING LANDMARKS: 
 

● Megha Uniyal, Kendriya Vidyalaya, NMR JNU Campus, New Delhi 

● Javed, SDMC School Mahipalpur 

● Zaima Athar, Kendriya Vidyalaya Gole Market near Connaught Place 

● Prakash Kumar, KVS Kalpakkam No.1, Chennai 

● Anil Rathore, KVS, Vishkhapattnam 

● Christy Mathew, Modern School Vasant Vihar, New Delhi. 

● Anjana Jalotia, BGS Vijnatham School, Greater Noida  

● Pooja Yadav, St. Columbus School, Faridabad 

● Rashi Koshal, Delhi Public School, Sector-19, Faridabad, Haryana  

● Anjali Bhandari, D.A.V Police Public School, Sector-30, Faridabad, Haryana 

● Chinmeya Choudhary, South Delhi Public School, Defence Colony, New Delhi 

● Drishti, K.R. Mangalam Global School, GK-1, New Delhi 

● Namrata, Salwan Girls Senior Secondary School, Rajender Nagar, New Delhi 

● Peter Ekka, Sahoday Sr. Sec. School, Hauz Khas, New Delhi 

● Tanya Ahuja, Delhi Public School Gurgaon, Gurugram  

● Divya Malik, Ryan International School, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi 

● Shamaila Durrani, St. Anthony’s Girls Sr. Sec. School, New Delhi 

 

You are warmly invited to establish appealing placement opportunities for our dedicated, sincere, and 

continuously evolving teachers. Here at IVS, we operate with research-based and innovative methodologies, 

instilling the same mindset in our aspiring educators. The University actively promotes and supports such 

initiatives. The provided information is designed to aid schools, educational groups, institutions, and non-

governmental organizations in the education sector to identify campus connections that lead to new and fruitful 

opportunities. For additional details, please feel free to reach out to the Placement Office. 

 

Ms. Anuradha Daheriya 

Convener, Placement Office 

Institute of Vocational Studies 

E-Mail: principalivs@awadh.org.in 
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